We study systems of metal nanoparticles (MNP) coupled with semiconducting quantum dots (SQD). Hybrid behavior can be tailored by the MNP shape and the exciton resonance of SQDs which determine the local fields. Transmission of information between qubits for quantum communication, quantum computing and quantum measurement will require directed nanoscale transmission that can maintain the quantum character of the information. One paradigm proposes to achieve directed nanoscale information transfer by coupling qubits, for example in quantum dots, to plasmonic nanoantennas or nanoguides made from metallic nanowires and nanoparticles. Such hybrid nanoscale structures should allow for the physical transportation of excitations as well as the transportation of coherent states.
Transmission of information between qubits for quantum communication, quantum computing and quantum measurement will require directed nanoscale transmission that can maintain the quantum character of the information. One paradigm proposes to achieve directed nanoscale information transfer by coupling qubits, for example in quantum dots, to plasmonic nanoantennas or nanoguides made from metallic nanowires and nanoparticles. Such hybrid nanoscale structures should allow for the physical transportation of excitations as well as the transportation of coherent states.
We study theoretically the response of hybrid nanostructure molecules consisting of semiconductor quantum dots (SQD) coupled to metal nanoparticles (MNP) subject to an applied optical field. The quantum coherent time evolution of the SQD is found from the SQD density matrix equations and the steady state limit is determined. This system has been studied in the case of a single SQD interacting with a spherical MNP in the weak coupling regime [1] , and in the strong coupling regime [2, 3] . In strongly driven, strongly dipole-coupled SQD-MNP hybrids with spherical MNPs, interference and self interaction can lead to Fano resonances, exciton induced transparency, suppressed SQD response and bistability [1] [2] [3] . 
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In the SQD-MNP system (see Fig 1) , more complicated response could be tailored by engineering metal nanoparticle shape and the placement of SQDs in relation to the MNP to control the individual local near-fields that couple the MNPs and SQDs [4] . We make use of full electrodynamical calculations using the boundary element method to determine the induced local fields of the SQD/MNP hybrids. We look at hybrid molecules made with metal nanorods or chains of particles and determine how local field effects can be exploited to tailor the hybrid dynamical response. The effect of MNP size, shape and SQD placement has been analyzed to determine the regimes where the local multipolar response becomes significant. We identify regimes where dark modes and higher order multipolar modes can influence hybrid response. Strong local field coupling via dark modes changes the interference and self-interaction effects dramatically. External fields do not directly drive this MNP dark mode, so SQD/MNP coupling is dominated by the local induced self-coupling. Consequences for engineering a quantum bus using plasmonics with controlled coupling between SQD qubits will be elaborated.
We also consider a system of interacting SQDs, both in the situation where the SQDs interact directly without an MNP and the case in which the interaction is mediated by an MNP. Here we find modifications to the previously predicted SQD-MNP hybrid response. We also find a new regime of behavior in which breaking the SQD-SQD identical particle symmetry causes the system to no longer reach a steady state and instead oscillate at a beat frequency. Lastly, we identify the effects that MNP size and shape, and the placement of the SQDs have on the SQD-SQD interaction. Coupling to higher order modes is critical for long-range excitation transfer between different SQDs coupled to a nanorod or chain of particles. Consequences for coherent excitation transfer between SQD qubits are discussed.
